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Courtesy of Edison National Historic Site (all designations are to TAEM reel:frame unless otherwise indicated): illustrations on pp. 8, 12 (94:139), 21 top (4:156), 21 bottom (90:656), 34 (4:161), 64 (97:613), 134 (neg. 6628, class 10.250/5), 135 (neg. 6629, class 10.250/6), 154 (4:191), 173 bottom (11:665), 216 bottom (class 33.000/46), 239 (neg. 6424, class 14.651/2), 243, 252 (neg. 7001, class 14.650/1), 255 top (8:749), 282 (7:753), 395 (7934), 400 (class 34.000/17), 407 (class 34.100/3), 414 (7:921), 418 left (neg. 6214, class 14.312/4), 418 right (neg. 6204, class 14.314/3), 454 all (96:509), 494 (27:921), 495 (50:451), 509 (7:812), 594 (4:1066), 600 (18:522), 719 (94:63), 757 middle (29:155), 757 top (29:680), 768 (33:34), 805 (29:683).